
Since this report was written the following twelve 

ci arm s have been forfeited:

P-58344, 45, 46, 47
P-58336, 37, 38, 39
P-62035, 36, 37, 38

therefore all references to the above portion of the claim group 

arc invalid.

All assessment work data submitted to the Ontario 

Department of Mines and the claim group map have been adjusted 

to reflect this change.

William B. Blakeman

3 June, 1965.
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introduction:

This report considers the field work conducted by 

Canadian Javelin limited on a group of forty unpatented mineral 

claims located in the east central portion of Reid Township, 

Porcupine Mining Division, District of Cochrane, Ontario. This 

group of claims was purchased from Mr. J. C. Honsberger, 

by Canadian Javelin Limited in April 1964, and has been designated 

by the Company as the M- l claim group.

Purpose:

The purpose of this report is to describe and evaluate the 

field program, which consisted of line cutting, airborne and 

ground magnetic and electromagnetic surveying, and diamond 

drilling. This program was initiated in mid May 1964 and was 

completed in mid October l 964.



rl'he ultimate goal of this program was to locate a base 

metal sulfide deposit by drilling a target or targets outlined by 

geophysical methods.

Location and Access:

The forty 40 acre claims, bearing the following numbers,

P 62015 - 22 inclusive 
P 62032 - 45 
P 58336 - 53

are registered in the name of Canadian Javelin Limited, 100 

Bronson Avenue, Ottawa 4, Ontario, with the Ontario Department 

of Mines, Timmins Recording Office. These claims are located 

in a township in which the sub-division has been annulled. How 

ever, if this township was sub-divided, the H-l claim group 

would lie approximately in Lots 3, 4 and 5, south half of Concession 

V; Lots 3, 4 and 5, north one-quarter of Concession IV; Lots 3, 4 

and the east half of Lot 5, centre half of Concession IV; and Lots 

3 and 4, north half of Concession III and the south one-quarter of 

Concession IV, Reid Township, which is located approximately 20 

miles north-northwest of Timmins.

The northward flowing Mattagami River roughly bisects the 

property and provides year round access for either shallow draft 

boats during the summer or "Skidoo type" vehicles on the ice. A



largi' helicopter landing area has been cleared a t the campsite, 

in cl.,Jm number 62042, and the c amp was serviced extensively 

by helicopter during the recent working period. The Ontario 

Hydro road from Timmins to the Sturgeon Falls Power Station 

parallels the eastern boundary of the claim group, and provides an 

alternate means of access to the property during the winter months

Topography and Cover:

The ground in the H-l claim group is generally flat, 

poorly drained and moderately swampy. It is entirely covered by 

glacial drift to depths probably over 100 feet. This area has not 

been cut over for several years and the trees are mainly large 

spruce, jackpine, birch and poplar. Heavy alder underbrush is 

prevalent throughout the property.

Field Program:

Since this property was acquired by Canadian Javelin in 

April l 964 no previous field work has been performed on the H - l 

group by, or for that Company. There is no evidence of recent 

previous work by others, other than some very old staking.

The field work consisted of establishing all/2 mile east-



wcsl base lino, commencing in the southwest corner of claim 

number 58348. From the xero point eastward, the base line has a 

bearing of N 69 O K. and from the y.ero point westward the base line 

bearing is N90 O W. A total of 197,650 feet of picketed north-south 

cross line was cut at 100, 200 and 400 foot intervals along the base 

line, and tie lines were established along the north and south 

boundaries of the group. The cross lines were run due north and 

south to eliminate the necessity of crossing the river with every 

line .

Ground and airborne geophysical surveys were then con 

ducted over the property, and a conductive zone was located and 

tested to a depth of 599 feet by one diamond drill hole.

Airborne Survey:

A total of 22 miles {including turns) of airborne electro- j f
ftjt

magnetic and magnetic survey was flown within the confines of the 

H - l claim group by Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Limited, 

Hunt Club Road, Ottawa, during the month of June 1964, A 

DeHaveland Otter, equipped with the appropriate geophysical gear 

flew lines bearing N45 E, at 1/8 mile line spacing and at a 150- 

200 foot altitude.

The airborne survey determined the presence of two



anomalies, one on each side of Hie river in the north central 

portion oi the claim group, and both having a roughly east-west 

orientation. Those two anomalies have been considered by 

Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys as being caused by definite 

related bedrock conductors.

The geophysical d ala was interpreted by A. R. Ratlew, 

author oi the report entitled, "Airborne Geophysical Survey of 

The Kdwards, Reid and Thorburn Township Areas for Canadian 

Javelin Limited, by Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys limited, 

Project No. 4026", dated 2B July, 1964. This report carries the 

Canadian Javelin file number 312.

The airborne survey also picked up a magnetic high 

coincident with the conductive /.ones, trending slightly south of 

east. The presence of the magnetic high was subsequently 

verified by the ground magnetic survey.

There were no conductive /.ones indicated in the. remaining 

portion of the claim group, but an examination of the airborne 

magnetometer tapes, indicated additional anomalous areas which 

were subsequently precisely located during the ground magnetic 

survey.

aft Jbvfun ~Zi



Orology:

There are no reported outcrops in Reid Township other 

than in the very soulhwest corner, at a point common to the 

ti)\v]isl) ips of Reid, MacDairmid , Thorburn and Loveland, where 

Ontario Department of Mines Map No. Z046 - The Timmins - 

Kirkland Lake Sheet - reports undifferentiatecl acid and inter 

mediate volcanics in contact with andesites and basalts, which in 

turn are in contact with gabbros and diorites. The contacts are 

reported to trend west-northwest, or northwest, and the attitudes 

ol the magnetic Inglis on the H- l group suggest a similar 

orientation of basic, rocks, probably intrusives.

A thorough search on the 11-1 group failed to locate any 

outcrops, but a diamond drill hole located at ZZ /75N on line 

7 /OOW, drilling due north at 55 O intersected 175 feet (Ml feet 

vertically) of sand and gravel overburden, 173 feet of dacite 

tuff, 9 feet of pyritized graphitic sediments and Z4Z feel of dacite 

and andesitic lavas. The hole was stopped at 599 feet.

The core angles were all in the range of 35 0 to 40 0

indicating that the rocks clip steeply to the south. It appears, there 

fore, that at least a portion of the H - l claim group is underlain 

by intermediate-acidic volcanics, with one thin band of intercalated 

sediments .
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Magnetics:

The magnetic survey o n t he II- l claim group was con 

ducted by W. Voce from Davison, Michigan and W. Vickers from 

Porquis, Ontario. A Ja lauder Model W 505 total field type magne 

tometer was used, and over -1000 readings were taken at 50 foot 

intervals over 197,650 feet of cut line.

The magnetic background appears to trend north and south 

and is in the range of 500-650 gammas. This is approximately 

150 gammas lower than the area background recorded on the 

Department of Mines and Technical Surveys Sheets 297 G, 298 G, 

300 G and 301 G. The Pamour, Kamiskotia Lake, Thorburn Creek 

and Crawfish Lakes Sheets.

The ground survey verified the presence of two very 

prominent and extensive magnetic highs. The most prominent 

anomaly "A" starts on the west side of the river about 2800 feet 

north of the base line and extends eastward from 4 4 7 00 W to 

3 y1 00 W, where it appears to intersect a northwest-southeasterly 

trending magnetic high, "B" extending from 55 /DOS on line 

12 J- 0 0 K northwestward to 50 7 00 N on line O /GOE.

In the vicinity of 28 7 50 N on line 40 V 00 W and 26 i 0 0 N 

on line 32 / 00 W, the "A" anomaly is very strong with readings



i
over 2000 gammas above background, and Ilir total anomaly is 

over 500 fret wide at its broadest point.

The "A" magnetic anomaly appears to extend eastward 

beyond the intersection with the "B" anomaly as far as line 

]6 j' 00 T'], This possible eastward extension lies about 500 feet 

southwest of a conductor (A') outlined by the vertical loop survey. 

The magnetic response here, however, is considerably weaker 

and broader than thai obtained in the main portion of the anomaly 

west of tlie river, which suggests deeper overburden conditions 

ea st of the river.

Tlie entire "A" anomaly is quite probably in the same 

location as the conductors and magnetic high numbered 5 and 6, 

which were outlined by the airborne survey. (See Can. Aero 

Mineral Surveys Report)

This anomaly is suggestive of an extensive and quite mafic 

body of rock, trending slightly south of east and extending from 

the vicinity of line 50 ^ 00 W to l 6 ^ 00 W. This body of rock could 

dip steeply io the south.

The size and orientation of the ."B" anomaly suggests that 

it may be caused by a northwestward trending basic dike. Two 

similar situations exist in the K-l claim group, in tlie western

'an Javeu'n ~e
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portion of Reid Township. If these dikes do exist, they may be 

related to a series of northwesterly trending structural breaks, 

such as Hie Montreal River fault, and others reported on the 

Ontario Department of Mines Map No. 2046, which are somewhat 

less extensive but which have essentially the same orientation.

Tlie "C" anomaly is located at IS /50S on line 24 /OOW, 

and appears to be about 400 feet long and rather narrow and not 

directly related to either the "A" or "B" anomalies, other than it 

has approximately the same attitude as the "A" anomaly. This 

isolated area of high readings could possibly be caused by a small 

near surface occurrence of the same, or a rock similar to that 

responsible for the "A" anomaly. It is, however, adjacent to a 

possible conductor determined by the ground electromagnetic 

survey and could be caused by a pyrrhotite-pyrite bearing z one.

The " D" anomaly, located in the southern portion of the 

claim group between lines 4 / 00 W and 28 /OO W, is very wide and 

of moderate strength. It also trends slightly south of east and it 

is not associated with any conductive xones as determined by the 

ground electromagnetic survey. It is impossible to definitely 

state what would cause this magnetically anomalous xone, but it is 

probably caused by underlying basics in a fairly large, near sur 

face environment.
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The "K" anomaly is located just west of the river in the 

vicinity of 20 /DOS and 21 j- 0 0 S on lines ] 8 { 0 0 W and 14 i 0 0 W. 

This anomaly is moderately weak but it is interesting because it 

is crossed by a possible conductor trending slightly north of east, 

as located by the ground electromagnetic survey.

Two additional magnetic highs, "F" and "G" arc located 

near the east and west property boundaries. These also trend 

east-west or slightly south of east. The- "F" high may be related 

to either the "A" or "B" anomalies and could possibly represent 

a southward displacement of the same formation responsible for 

the "A" magnetic anomaly if the "IV anomaly is caused by a dike 

injected into a north-west trending shear. However, the information 

available concerning these two highs is quite limited due to their 

proximity to the property boundaries, therefore, it is difficult to 

correlate them with those in the interior of the claim group.

It should be noted that the majority of the magnetic highs, 

witli the exception of the "B" anomaly, trend slightly south of east 

whereas the 500 - 700 gamma background appears to trend north 

and south. This feature undoubtedly has a structural or petrological 

significance, which can only be determined by diamond drilling.

Electromagnetics:

The electromagnetic survey on the H-l claim group was

Jaancu&an JZdvaun JzS



conducted by Prospecting Geophysics Limited of 3518 Vendome 

Avenue, Montreal, Quebec-, A Ronka Mark IV horizontal loop 

unil \villi a 300 foot coil separation was used in the field initially. 

The operators were J, Leelair and Y. Robitaille from Malartic, 

Quebec, who were on the property from June 8-29, 1964, and 

from Aug. 12- 15, 1964. A Squires Vertical loop unit was used on 

lines 2 y* 00 E to l O -f- 0 0 W between 15 7 00 N and 30 j- 0 0 N to provide 

deeper penetration and closer detail in the area of the strongest 

EM anomaly. The Squires Unit was used from Sept. 12 to Sept. 14 

by R. Pelette and L. Routhier.

The electromagnetic data was interpreted by H. J. 

Bergmann, P. Eng. of Prospecting Geophysics Limited, and was 

presented to Canadian Javelin in the following reports:-

" Report on Electromagnetic Survey on Property 
Of Canadian Javelin Limited, Reid Township, 
Ontario"

17 July 1964 - Can. Javelin File No. 310

" Report On the Detail Electromagnetic Survey, 
Canadian Javelin Limited, Reid Township, 
Ontario"

8 Sept. 1964 - Can. Javelin File No. 332

" Report on Electromagnetic Surveys, Canadian 
Javelin Limited, Timmins Area, Ontario"

l 3 Nov. 1964 - Can. Javelin File No. 324

The electromagnetic surveys quite definitely verified the



presence of a strong conductive /one about 600 feet long, trending 

slightly south of east from the east bank of the river to line 

2 i 0 0 W. This anomaly is coincident with the east end of the "A" 

magnetic anomaly and appears to be cut off by the northwesterly 

trending "B" magnetic anomaly. Bergmann refers to this zone as 

the "A" (EM) anomaly.

The vertical loop survey outlined an additional conductor 

located at l 3 t 0 0 N and 10 ^ 00 N on lines l 6 i 0 0 E and 20 i 0 0 E. 

This is about 500 feet north-east of the eastern extension of the "A" 

magnetic anomaly. Bergmann has designated this as the "B" EM 

{vertical loop) conductor but we have designated it as the A 1 con 

ductor .

An unidentified conductive zone appears on line 56 j- 0 0 W at 

32 -f 0 0 N, and this is immediately adjacent to the weak western 

extension of the "A" magnetic anomaly. Bergmann suggests that 

this response is caused by conductive overburden rather than a 

conductive zone in the underlying rock. It should be checked with 

vertical loop equipment, however.

Bergmann also considers his "B" "C" "D" and "E" 

anomalies to be indicative of conductive overburden. However, the 

"B" anomaly trending slightly north of east, crosses the south-easterly
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trending but ra'ther weak "I']:" magnetic anomaly. This situation also 

should be investigated with a vertical loop unit.

As s tated above, the "C" magnetic anomaly is adjacent to a 

\veak possible conductor which, even though it has been interpreted 

as being caused by conductive overburden, the strength of this 

magnetic anomaly and its relationship to the conductor make it a 

rather attractive possible diamond drill target, and it should also be 

i necked with a vertical loop unit.

i r. a m o nd Dr illing:

An "Ax" size diamond drill hole was put down to test the con 

ductive '/.one a ssociated with the "A" magnetic and electromagnetic 

anomalies. This hole was collared at 22 ^ 75 N on line 7 /OOW. 

Since the magnetic and electromagnetic profiles strongly suggested 

that the conductive zone and the underlying rock dipped steeply to 

the south, the hole was drilled from south to north at a 55 angle on 

a true north bearing. The drilling was performed by Boyles Bros. 

(Que.) Ltd. of Noranda, Quebec and a BBS-2 machine was used to 

drill to a depth of 599 feet.

A log of DDH - H-1 /l , logged by the writer, is presented 

as follows:-
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Interval Feet Description

0-175 175 Sand and gravel {O. B. )

175-348 173 Dacite tuff, very fine grain. Hard,
gray-green eolor. Chloritized shear 
faces associated with nodules of 
pyrite. Often angular fragments re 
cemented with quartz and calcite.

( 334.0-334.6 
Heavily graphitic zone ( 338.5-389.0

( 334.6-338.5
Heavily chloritic, zone { 339.0-341.0 
Core angle: 45 O

348-357 9 Interbedded graphitic sediments with
strong pyrite mineralization and 
minor fragments of possible dacite. 
Quartz cement in fractures. Heavy, 
soft graphite with calcite stringers, 
350-357.

357-557 200 Dacitic lava (?) Hard, dense, very
fine grained. Remnant pillow rims 
and amygdoloidal structure. 
Brecciated zones fractured and re 
cemented with quartz and calcite. 
Chloritized shear faces and very minor 
pyrite mineralization. 
Core angle: 35 O

557-599 42 Andesitic lava, finely banded.
Brecciated, recemented with calcite . 
Spherulitic structure, some minor 
pillow rims suggested. 
Core angle: 40 - 50 O

599 End of Hole

-J&anacA&n-Jfdveun ̂ Zimi/fc
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None of the mineralised sections warranted assaying. How 

ever, the drilling has indicated that a potentially favourable 

sedimentary volcanic contact environment does exist in the H-l 

claim group.

Conclusions:

The 1964 field program on the H-l claim group consisted 

of line cutting, airborne and ground magnetic and electromagnetic 

surveying and diamond drilling. Although the one diamond drill 

hole indicated that the conductive zone outlined by the "A" electro 

magnetic anomaly was due to a 9 foot band of graphitic sediments, 

carrying minor amounts of pyrite, it also determined that a favour 

able sedimentary-volcanic environment exists in the group. The 

geophysical program has outlined five additional areas which could 

be of considerable significance and on which additional electro 

magnetic work is almost mandatory.

The five areas of significance are listed below in their 

probable order of importance: -

1) The central portion of the "A" magnetic anomaly;

2) The "C" magnetic anomaly which is adjacent to an 

undesignated possible conductor;

J&asiaaujm'Jfavdtfi' ̂ Zt't
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3) The west end of the "A" magnetic anomaly which is adjacent 

to an undesignated possible conductor;

4) The "B" magnetic anomaly, though not known to be assoc 

iated with a conductive /.one, may have some significance;

5) The "E" magnetic anomaly which is crossed by the "B" 

electromagnetic anomaly.

Recommendations:

Since the H-l claim group is completely barren of outcrop, 

and it is underlain by sand, gravel and probably clay overburden 

Detween ] 00 and 150 feet in depth, the only means of exploring and 

i-valuating this property is by geophysical methods. However, a 

Horizontal loop unit with a 300 foot coil separation will penetrate a

maximum of 150 feet of overburden under ideal conditions. Itii
l appears that the horizontal loop unit was being used somewhat beyond 

its capabilities on the H-l group; consequently some of the conductive 

zones outlined by this unit are not well defined and further work with 

vertical loop equipment with greater depth penetrating capabilities 

is strongly recommended.

It is, therefore, recommended that the following additional 

work be performed on the H-l property with vertical loop EM equip- 

ment.

-J^afuui&af^ Jfavaun-^Zi-
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1) Run an EM at a 200 foot line interval over the entire "A" 

magnetic anomaly from line 56 7 00 W Lo the Mattagami 

River, The lines should be a minimum of 1500 feet in 

length and would total approximately 6 line miles.

2) Run an EM survey at a 200 foot line interval over the "C"

magnetic anomaly from line 32 7 00 W to 20 ^ 00 W, and from 

10 -f- 0 0 S to 20 J- 0 0 S, for a total of l . 3 line miles.

3) Cut and run 1000 foot east-west EM lines at a 400 foot line 

interval over the "B" magnetic anomaly from 52 7 00 S to 

48 j- 0 0 N, for a total of 5 line miles;

4) Run an EM survey over the "E" magnetic anomaly from line 

20 ^ 00 W to the river and from 15 /DOS to the river for a 

total of .75 line miles.

The completion of the above outlined program would require 

cutting an additional 8.65 miles and running an additional 13.1 miles 

of line and would greatly aid in evaluating the H - l claim group and 

could quite possibly outline additional favourable diamond drill 

targets.

Respectfully Submitted,

. , .
Wm. B. Blakeman,
Geologist,
B. A. Geol, , University of Vermont.

22 February, 1965.
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LOG OF DDK H-i/l LOCATED AT 
, 22v75N ON LINE 7-i-OOW 

BEARING DUE NORTH AT 55 0

i;

0-175 

175-34S

'175

r/:

D o script! on.

Sand and gravel (O. B. )

Dacite tuff, very fine grain. Hard, 
gray-green color. Chloritized shear
:aces associated witn noaules oi 
pyrite. Often angular fragments re 
cemented with cuartz and calcite. '

34S-357 9

Heavily. 2'raohitic zone ( 338. 5-389. O
( 334.6-338.5

Heavily chloritic zone ( 339.0-341.0 
Core angle: 45 O

Interbedded graphitic sediments with 
strong pyrite mineralization and 
minor fragments of possible dacite. 
Quartz cement in fractures. Heavy, 
soft c-'raohite with calcite- stringers, 
350-357.

io7-557 200 (?) Hard, dense, veryDactc av
fine grained. Remnant pillow rims 
and amygdaloidal structure. 
Brecciated zones iractureci and re 
cemented with cuartz and calcite. 
Chloriti^ed shear faces and very m i no: 
pyrite ^mineralization ."

557-599

599

.-\ndesitic lava, finely banded. 
Brecciated, - recemented with calcite. 
Spherulitic structure, some rriinor 
willow rims suggested. 
Core angle: - - 40 - 50 O

2nd of Hole
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DIAMOND DRILL HOLE K-1 l l

LOCATED AT 54 /SO SW/8 f 0 0 NW, DRILLING S450 W AT 55 DEGREES

O - 172 

172 - ZOO

200 ~ 385 

385 - 500

500 - 595 

595 - 605

NOTE:'

FEET

172

28

185

115

95

10

DESCRIPTION

Overburden, sand, gravel and boulders.

Dacite tuff, hard, dense, light green. Minor pyrite and 
pyrrhotite veinlets. Core Angle: 45 O

Dacite tuff, fairly hard, light green, no mineralization. 
Core Angle: 50O

Dacite tuff, light green, medium grained to massive, very 
fine minor veinlets of pyrite and pyrrhotite. 
Core Angle: 50 - 55 0 ,

Dacite tuff, light green, vesicular, veinlets of calcite. Core Angle: 70" Possible shear zone at 560' 
Dacite tuff, pale green, foliated at 80 O

END OF HOLE

Mineralization appears to be too weak to provide strong 
conductors with over 140 feet of overburden.
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